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Recoheat reached out to the University of 
Bedfordshire seeking help with expanding their 
business and getting their unique product to 
market by enhancing its appeal. The company 
were also keen to reach a wider audience, 
nationally and internationally - in particular the 
‘off-the-grid’ communities and households in 
developing economies, as well as the displaced 
individuals for whom solid fuel is the only 
potential source of heat and survival. 

To offer a holistic review, Tahmina engaged several colleagues within the University, as 
well as a research student who produced the initial report into the device. The project 
has also led to a long-term collaboration, including a joint whitepaper - currently being 
drafted by Dr Ajmal. 

Recoheat are now seeking approval for the product by industry bodies with significant 
market impact and, subsequently, plan to develop their global distribution channels, 
which will include submitting the product for approval by regulatory bodies in different 
jurisdictions – a significant step within their business development and organisational 
growth strategy. 

“Recoheat project has been so far the most productive Innovation Bridges project 

for me. Will was exceptionally supportive in providing all the material, data and 

information for helping me to complete a whitepaper on the product. He even 

delivered a session for our Mechanical Engineering Masters students. Amazing 

product, remarkable colleague, I ask for nothing more”

“Our initial consultancy 

project has developed into a 

really valuable collaboration 

with the University of 

Bedfordshire. It has been a 

tremendous support for a 

small company working to 

establish an innovative 

product in the market and will 

be transformative for our 

business.”

Will Burrows, Managing 
Director, Recoheat

The unique local start-up, Recoheat, specialises in manufacturing a revolutionary 
eco-friendly heat recovery system for multi fuel stoves to reduce fuel consumption and 
emissions. Their innovative solution aims to improve heat efficiency by changing the air 
flow of the room to push the heat around it and create convection flows around the whole 
house.
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Dr Tahmina Ajmal, Senior Lecturer in Engineering, worked with Recoheat, gathering 
scientific evidence for the innovative device. Her expertise offered insight into the way it 
recovers and distributes heat - modelling the physics of the units to reinforce the 
performance claims and address any concerns raised by the industry bodies.

Dr Tahmina Ajmal, Senior Lecturer in Engineering
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